Since 1980, the Catholic Inner-city Schools Education Fund (CISE) has educated disadvantaged children who attend the designated CISE schools through the generous support of the community.

**The CISE Foundation** was established in 2007 to address concerns about the sustainability of this program in the face of increasing need. It provides a stable, permanent source of funding now and in the future to make a Catholic education available to children most in need of the opportunities provided by Catholic schools.

**Gifts To The CISE Foundation**
**January 1, 2016 thru December 31, 2016**

The CISE Foundation Board of Trustees gratefully acknowledges the following generous donors who made gifts to the CISE Foundation between January 1, 2016 and December 31, 2016:

- American Financial Corporation
- Patricia Armstrong
- James J. Brady
- Ruth J. and Robert A. Conway Foundation
- The Farmer Family Foundation
- Linda and Harry Fath
- General Cable Corporation
- Tracy and Greg Hartmann
- Cynthia and Gregory Kenny
- Allison and J. Brian Kropp
- Lawrence H. Kyte, Jr.
- Margaret Lafley
- Jutta and Patrick Lafley
- Patrick D. McKenna
- Jenny D. & David A. Powell
- Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
- Marge & Charles J. Schott Foundation
- Genny and Tom Sedler
- Rita and Chris Wedzikowski
- Helen and William Williams

Your gifts are changing the lives of children and making Cincinnati a better community for everyone. Thank you!